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Course gives a buzz
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By Dan Weems
If you saw a student
grab an insect off a plant,
place it carefully in a
plastic container and then
pump compressed gas
inside, you’d probably
wonder whether there isn’t
an easier way to exterminate pests.
However, what the 27
students in Entomology 120
have in mind is quite different.
In an experiment to
show why honeybees are so
useful in pollenating
flowering plants, Ronald
Stecker,
associate
professor of biological
sciences has his students
capture
honeybees
foraging for pollen and
nectar.
After rendering the bees unconscious with carbon dioxide,
rubber cement is used to attach
colored metal tags to the rumps of
the insects. When the bees return to
the hive, a magnet at the entrance
lifts their tags off.

The colors of the tags tell from
which plants the bees from each hive
have been foraging.
"We find that each hive has
great fidelity for a certain crop,"
Stecker said, "and this fidelity helps
with pollenation of that crop."

Another unusual class
experiment
involves
mating the queen bee.
Stecker tethers a queen bee
between two poles 30 feet
above the roof of the Old
Science Building so
students can observe the
male bees, or drones, as
they form a large cone
behind the queen in an
attempt to mate with her.
The mere thought of
opening a hive housing
anywhere from 5,000 to
50,000 bees is enough to
make most people break
out in a cold sweat.
The secret, according
to Stecker, is blowing
"canned" smoke into the
hive and waiting one
minute for the bees to
engorge themselves with it.
"It makes them behave," he
said.
Once the hive has been
"smoked," the students are able to
remove the parallel panels inside
and observe all the honeybees’
(Continued on back page)
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Kennedy supports
Mineta ’s campaign
By Jean Nunes
Sen. Edward Kennedy, looking
tired and old for his 46 years, was in
San Jose Sunday night to show
support for San Jose Congressman
Norman Mineta, who announced he
is running for a third term.
"Congressman Mineta has
made a positive impression and a
constructive contribution to the
House of Representatives in the time
that he has served the people of his
district," Kennedy said.
Rep. Mineta is from the 13th
Congressional District and is a
former mayor of San Jose.
Kennedy jokingly announced he
had been sent by President Carter to
keep an eye on Gov. Jerry Brown.
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Asked how, as leader of the
Democratic party, he would feel
about a challenge from Brown for
the presidency of the United States,
Kennedy said "I’ve indicated I have
every intention of supporting
President Carter for re-election in
1980."
Outside the Hyatt House in San
Jose, where the press conference
was held, a small demonstration
was staged by the National Coalition

Against Repressive Legislation in
opposition to Senate Bill 1437.
Written by Kennedy, the bill is a
revision of the U.S. Criminal Code.
The bill passed the Senate on Jan. 30
and will now go to the House of
Representatives.
"I think it is a very substantial
improvement in individual rights,"
Kennedy said.
In addition to the modification of
the criminal code, the bill will also
establish fixed, rather than indeterminate, prison terms. This will
virtually eliminate parole, according to Kennedy.
Kennedy said indeterminate
sentencing in this country is a
national scandal.
The bill will also provide new
protection for women’s rights and
civil rights, Kennedy said.
On the Panama Canal treaties,
Kennedy said, "I am supporting
them.
"I am satisfied that the security
interests and the commercial interests of the United States are well
served by the treaties," he said.
The press conference was cut
short because Kennedy had to attend
a $100-a -plate dinner for Mineta.

Runyon found guilty
of obstructing police
By Corinne Asturias
San Jose City Councilman David
W. Runyon was found guilty yesterday of obstructing an officer, but
the jury remains deadlocked on a
second charge of battery.
The jury concluded Runyon’s
four-week misdemeanor trial in
Municipal Court after nine hours of
deliberation.
Sentencing for the obstruction
charge was set for March 23, when
motions for the undecided charge
will be submitted.
Runyon’s face did not change as
the guilty verdict was read. He
refused to comment, and hastily left
the courtroom.
The maximum penalty for

Daily wins top award
photo by Ross Mohan

Sen. Ted Kennedy at the San Jose Hyatt House Sunday.
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Friday Flicks flop from student apathy
By Gary Barger
Friday Flicks, the Friday night
movies presented in Morris Dailey
Auditorium by the A.S. Program
Board, have been cancelled because
lack of student interest made it
impossible for the program to break
even.
According to Claudia Eastman
of the AS. Program Board, the
movie program was allocated $5,800
in October by AS. Council with the
stipulation that the program must at
least break even.
By the end of last semester,

Eastman said, Friday Flicks had
lost $2,500.
"People have lots better things
to do on a Friday night than to come
back to this campus to see a movie,"
she said.
Eastman said despite "a good
selection of films and lots of
publicity," movie attendance is low.
Movies shown last semester
included "Blazing Saddles," "The
Sting" and "The Omen," she said.
Eastman said the program
board plans to continue showing
movies on Wednesday nights.

obstructing an officer is one year
imprisonment, a $1,000 fine, or both.
Conviction of a battery charge could
mean up to six months imprisonment, a $500 fine, or both.
Runyon’s co-counsel, Anthony
Giacalone, said he doesn’t anticipate
a sentence of more than a small fine
for Runyon on obstruction because
Judge Stephen V. Manley told him
he didn’t feel Runyon was guilty of
the charges.
Jury foreman Steve Sedler said
a verdict was reached on obstruction
late Friday afternoon and that there
was not a reasonable probability of
reaching a verdict on the battery
charge even if jury deliberations
continued.
(Continued on back page)
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Wednesday Cinema films last
semester were able to make back
the $6,200 allocated for them by A.S.
Council.
Eastman
discussed
the
possibility of another campus
organization taking over presentation of Friday night movies.
"If any organization has the
money and people, they can
schedule Morris Dailey and run
their own show," she said.
Eastman said movies before
last semester were presented on
Friday nights by Alpha Phi Omega

fraternity.
After falling $3,000 in debt to
Film Inc. and Swank Motion Pictures, distributers of the movies, the
fraternity also was forced to
discontinue presentation.
Eastman said there have been
many phone calls from people
complaining about the cancellation
of the Friday night movies.
There is a possibility, Eastman
said, that if enough money is
allocated by A.S. Council next year,
"the program board may put them
on again."

By Chris Georges
Sparked by the surprising clutch
play of Spartan Daily reporter John
Raess, SJSU defeated the University
of Southern California, 27-26, last
weekend to capture the sweepstakes
trophy at the 29th Annual California
Intercollegiate Press Association
convention in San Luis Obispo.
ttaess, who attended the convention as an alternate and who had
no previous experience in broadcasting, came off the bench Friday
to take a third place and gain the
one-point margin of victory as
SJSU’s only entry in the on-the-spot
broadcasting competition.
The Spartan-Trojan duel came
down to the wire. After Friday
evening’s announcement of the mail in awards, SJSU had 24 points to
USC’s 23.
In the mail-ins, the Spartans
were led by first-place finishes in the
editorial page, news photo and
sports photo categories.

The winning Forum page, from
last semester, featured an editorial
and a cartoon calling for the
resignation of SJSU President John
Bunzel.
Al Dangerfield’s winning news
photo depicted an egg-spattered
Nazi at an Oct. 8 rally in St. James
Park. Jim Byous’s sports shot
showed a bird’s-eye view of a
wrestling match.
SJSU’s biggest single play of the
night came when the Daily grabbed
second place for general excellence
in a daily newspaper. The University of Oregon Daily Emerald
copped first, while UCLA and USC
tied for third.
High scorer Marilyn Odello took
two seconds and four points for the
Spartans,
one
in
feature
photography and the other in sports.
Odello’s feature shot showed a
hamster receiving an injection,
while her sports photo was a closeup of an intent archer.
(Continued on Page 5)
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’Disgrace’
Auditorium enrages Wright
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By Nancy J. Smith
The oldest building on campus, Morris Dailey
Auditorium, is showing its age and AS. President Steve
Wright says its "deteriorating condition" is a "disgrace."
In a letter to SJSU President John Bunzel Feb. 14,
Wright described the condition of the auditorium:
"Paint is chipping off the walls, there is no curtain,
the seats must be the original 1850s model, the stage
wiring is below code, and it generally looks as though it
were an auditorium in a slum or ghetto area instead of on
a major university campus," Wright said.
This is not a new problem, but Wright believes unless
Bunzel assigns it a high priority nothing will be done.
Wright mentioned in his letter that he and Bunzel had
discussed the possibility of the SJSU Alumni Association
helping with the situation.
Wright said the association is being asked for support
"on a couple of new projects." Wright said he is concerned
about the group’s support of new projects while it seems to
ignore old ones such as Morris Dailey.
Janet Williams, executive coordinator of the
association, said Wright brought the matter up at a
meeting Feb. 15 as a "point of discussion."

Williams said she had no idea when the matter would
be on the agenda, but it would be "a period of time."
The matter will be referred to the finance committee
when it does come up on the association’s agenda, but the
group is currently working on another project.
Williams would not say what the other project is, nor
does Wright know.
The Alumni Association cannot consider the
auditorium problem until the other project is finished. she
said.
"But it is before the group and they are concernoi
about it," Williams said.
According to Robert Bosanko, chief of plant
operations, it would cost approximately $300,000 to update
the current Morris Dailey facility.
Bosanko said the reason there are no curtains is that
the curtain at the front of the stage was ripped and
deteriorated to the point thaL it could not be repaired.
He said he is trying to get a replacement at a cost of
$13,000, to be covered in next year’s budget.
The side drapes in the rear of the stage have been sent
out for cleaning and fireproofing. But the track on
(Continued on back page )
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SJSU students Juan Cuellar and Susan Ruiz dance on the stage of

Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Backward attitudes
make Gays suffer
By Glenn Young
If we deny homosexuals their
rights as human beings, we might as
well deny women the ERA and other
suppressed minority groups in this
country their rights also.
It’s simply ridiculous to deny
their rights because of backward
blue laws and bibilical prescriptions
on human sexual behavior.
We have the religious fundamentalists shouting, "It’s not
moral! It’s an abomination!" Of
course it was thousands of years
ago, when at the time it was even
taboo to have intercouse with a
menstruating woman.

Glenn Young is a
Spartan Daffy reporter

The blue laws frowning on
homosexuality force us to believe by
law that heterosexual monogamy is
man’s basic state. But if the
population’s current divorce rate
and general promiscuity (both
hetero and homosexual) are indications that it is, then I’m
suggesting that monogamy is not
man’s basic state.
Mayor Koch of New York City
should be praised for his insight on
passing the executive order banning
discrimination of gays in city
agencies.
He, and other people interviewed last month in a man-onthe-street segment of WNBC-TV in a
conservatively known borough of the
city, said it didn’t matter if a
fireman or a policeman was gay, as
long as he or she performed well on
the job.
Homosexual policemen arrest
homosexuals. They show no favor
when enforcing laws regarding gay
people.
In a special to the San Francisco
Chronicle, a New York policeman
who has worked for the department
20 years, has a clean record and has
had many major citations, wrote
that he feared his homosexuality
being discovered by his fellow officers.
"I like being a cop and I’ve
always been considered a good one,
but to do so it’s been necessary to
subject myself and the man I live
with to more than two decades of
hiding. Hiding my real self or
silently putting up with the abuse
towards gays that I hear and see
everyday on the job," he writes.
"One of the things that angers
me most is the idea that gay cops
can’t be trusted to enforce the law if
other homosexuals are involved," he
writes.
"Gays are neither better nor
worse in their professionalism than
any ethnic, religious or racial
groups."
I’m stumped by the American
Psychiatric Association’s new
definition of homosexuality as a
"pathological adaptation" rather
than a normal variation.
Even more so, they claim in
their journal that homosexuals can’t
be trusted with important jobs

because "they are a greater risk
than heterosexuals to hold positions
of great responsibility."
To dabble a bit in history, was
Alexander the Great trusted with an
important job? I assume he was. He
conquered Greece, Persia, and
Egypt between 345-320 B.C.
Was Michaelangelo trusted with
an important job? His timeless
painting in the Sistine Chapel is still
there today. With religion damning
homosexuality, I’m surprised God
hasn’t destroyed the chapel with an
earthquake for allowing a fag to
paint the ceiling!
Heterosexuals can be trusted
with important jobs, can they?
Where was the American
Psychiatric Association when
Richard Nixon and Bert Lance were
in office?
Why is it that most of the child
sexual molestation in our schools
are done by heterosexual teachers?
As far as I’m concerned, a line
can also be drawn for heterosexuals
in professions of moral discernment.
The American Heritage Dictionary defines minority as: 2. a
racial, religious, political, national,
or other groups regarded as being
different from the larger group of
which it is part.
Gays are a minority because
they happen to choose to love a
person of the same sex, which is
upsetting part of our mostly
heterosexual society.
Gays, women, and blacks havt
not had their minority status involuntarily imposed on them.
Granted, handicapped people
have unfortunately been exposed to
birth defects or a tragic accident
which impedes them from functioning as the rest of us.
Blacks aren’t black by accident.
Two black people mate, and you
have another black person.
Women aren’t women by accident. A man and a woman have a
child, and if it isn’t male, it’s got to
be a female.
Men and women aren’t
homosexuals by accident. Their
sexual
preference is their own
decision, and if they feel good about
themselves and their sexuality and
it doesn’t harm anyone else, does
this constitute denial of civil rights?
Two steps San Jose has taken to
further the cause of gay rights is the
allowance for the Gay Student Union
to advertise on county buses and the
designation of a Gay Pride Week in
June.
Hopefully, this week in June will
convince the public how serious and
proud gays are about themselves
and their personal choice of not
wanting to change this "unnatural
behavior" as some people feel their
behavior is.
There is another group of people
I hope are steadily declining in
numbers so that this society may
become more tolerant of people and
their different lifestyles.
These people, basing their
opinion of others on simplistic logic
and making assumptions from silly
magazine advertisements deserve
only one term for their future
minority statusignorance.

GE confusion
Editor:
In yesterday’s story, headlined
"GE revision plan defended by
Burns," the statement is attributed
to me that"... the ( GE ) committee
did not plan to remove the interdisciplinary courses from the
plan."
That attribution must be a result
of failure of communication, for I
have no doubt but that the GE
Committee will in fact modify,
perhaps in fairly dramatic ways, the
interdisciplinary aspects of the
proposal. I do not think the Committee will eliminate all interdisciplinary aspects, but surely it
will be reduced considerably.
There was also confusion about
students "testing out" of some of the
proposed requirements, but that is
of less importance than making it
clear that the interdisciplinary
component of the plan will surely be
modified.
Hobert W. Burns
Academic Vice President

By Bill Smith
If you watched the 20th annual
Grammy awards presentation I feel
sorry for you. How anyone could
stand to look and listen to John
Denver for as long as he was on the
show is beyond me.
The seventh year of live shows,
this one from the Shrine Auditorium
in Los Angeles, differed from the
Bill Smith is o
Spartan Daily

reporter

other six in that it was the first time
anyone other than Andy Williams
had hosted the show. After Denver’s
six minutes of monologue opening
the show even Williams would have
been welcome.
But Denver was not the only
thing wrong with the show, though
his singing of the "song of the year"
nominees was at times flatter than
Dolly Parton’s sister. The show was

shot through with bad jokes, poor
performers and the most incredible
pairings in award presenters.
The coupling of Olivia NewtonJohn and Paul Williams, Steve
Martin and the rock group Chicago,
and Steven Bishop and Andy Gibb,
has never and hopefully will never
be equalled again.
You have to face it. The good
looking Newton-John paired with the
short stumpy Williams was only
equalled in crassness by Barbra
Streisand and Williams picking up
their award for co-writing "The love
theme from A Star is Born,"
(Evergreen) which tied with "You
Light Up My Life" for song of the
year.
This award showed the
stupidness of the National Academy
of Recording Arts and Sciences
voters. Those two songs beat out
"Southern Nights" and "Hotel
California" in an award that is given
for the best lyrics. And the lyrics
from "Evergreen" stink. "Love soft
as an easy chair" come on. I
haven’t heard such trash since
"Disco Duck."
The voters really messed up. In
the major award categories they
blew it all but twice. The record of
the year, (song as opposed to lyrics)
was of course "Hotel California" by
the Eagles. It was easily the best
song of ’77.
James Taylor was the class of
the field for best Male Pop singer.
Only because the other nominees
were the pits. The person who
nominated Englebert Humperdink
should be shot.
The rest of the awards were way
off base. Barbra Streisand as the
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best Female Pop singer is like
Denver putting out a punk rock
album. Linda Rondstadt should have
won going away.
Debbie Boone is nowhere near
the best new Artist; it should have
been Foreigner. And I’ll never
figure out how Crystal Gayle beat
out Emrnylou Harris and Dolly
Parton for best female country
singer.
Though not as much a surprise
as some of the other awards, Kenny
Rodgers winning the best male
country singer award over Waylon
Jennings and Jerry Jeff Walker is
still a mistake.
Another poor aspect of the show
were the performances of Denver,
Crystal Gayle, Ronnie Milsap, Joe
Tex, Dionne Warwick and Debbie
Boone. They were poor at best.
The most idiotic part of the show
was the five minute harpsichord solo
followed by an eight minute
classical music presentation, with a
guy whose accent was so bad it was
impossible to catch what he said.
The Grammy show started bad
and went downhill. The highlight of
the show was Shaun Cassidy’s
rendition of "That’s Rock and Roll."
Cassidy’s use of the song (the
performance wasn’t bad at all)
seemed incongrous since the
Grammy’s have deliberately excluded rock and roll from the
awards. I was surprised that they
even let that song be on the air.
The Grammy’s have lost
credibility over the past few years
because of this. This year the Eagles
didn’t bother to show up and Don
Henley, the Eagles drummer, was
quoted in the L.A. Times saying
"The whole idea of a contest to see
who is ’best’ just doesn’t appeal to
us." James Taylor didn’t show
either.
Until the Grarnmys start including
rock
and
roll,
knowledgeable music listeners will
.write it off as just another egotistical
pat-on -the-back money making
award show.
When the highlight of the show is
a three minute performance by
Shaun Cassidy and a chance to see
David Crosby in a tuxedo the show is
in trouble.
Whoever votes for and
nominates the award winners should
be booted out of the business. The
Crosby, Stills and Nash album was
easily one of the best of the year,
infinitely better than the James
Taylor album, the Steely Dan album
or the soundtrack from "Star
Wars", all of which were nominated.
And why wasn’t Elvis Costello
nominated for best new artist, or
Eddie Money?
Until the Grammys get off their
elitist attitudes the awards will
continue to be a farce.

Editor:
It is generally agreed that the
neighborhoods surrrounding San’
Jose State University have a right
not to be burdened with the
University’s parking problems.
Public transportation cannot be
depended upon as an alternative
form of commuting for students,
faculty, staff or visitors to San Jose
State.
Large numbers of automobile
commuters drive five days a week to
the San Jose State campus and park
their cars for some time period
between about eight a.m, and three
p.m. The problem is to obtain
enough space during those peak
hours to easily accommodate that
large volume of mid-day parking.
The proposed solution is to
request the City of San Jose to
convert the streets immediately
surrounding the campus, 4th, 10th,
San Fernando and San Carlos, into
partial parking lots during the peak
parking needs of the campus
community.
A request to, the city could
suggest, for instance, diagonal
parking on the sides of these
unusually wide streets and in the
center lane of the street from eight
a.m. until three p.m. with slow
traffic passage lanes through those
streets for both through traffic and
emergency vehicles.
This type of parking
arrangement is very common in
any area that must accommodate
large numbers of temporary parked
vehicles. It would provide a
minimum of inconvenience to the
surrounding community and a
maximum of safety and accessibility to the San Jose State
students and community.
Marvin E. Lee
Professor, Dept. of Economics

Editor:
As the students, faculty and
staff of SJSU rejoice in the announced resignation of President
Bunzel, it’s important to look back at
his eight years here, ahead to the six
long months until he leaves, and
beyond.
Of all the accomplishments of
Bunzel, two stand out as especially
"brilliant." In ’74, he took one of the
best economics departments in the
country and reduced it to rubble.
Then in ’77 became out with his
stand on the Bakke decision, writing
articles in everything from the Si
Mercury to Saturday Review.
These, along with a list of abuses
and attacks as long as your arm, did
not go unchallenged.
When Bunzel axed eight Marxist
and progressive professors and
disenfranchised the Economics
Department, he was met with
demonstrations of 400 to 500 people.
Any administrator would have
been forced to make the same cuts,
ignore and create the same
problems (although maybe not with
as much flair and enthusiasm as
John did.) Educational institutions
serve a purpose in this society. They
train people - from scientists to
social workers - to keep capitalism
running smoothly.
The students here at SJSU have
shown we won’t le’ Bunzel or anyone
else drive us down and try to divide
us. The next six months won’t be any
different. If anything, we’ll expose
Bunzel even more and show whoever
fills his golf shoes what he’s up
against.
We won’t soon forget John
Bunzel! And remember John - the
students, faculty and RCYB at
Stanford won’t either.
Randy Scott
History Senior
Revolutionary Communist
Youth Brigade
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Writin’ and Resignations: No sooner did SJSU
President John Bunzel announce his resignation than
speculation began as to who his successor might be.
Two obvious candidates come to mind: Gail Fullerton, executive vice president, and Hobert Burns,
academic vice president.
A secretary in the Political Science Department
commented the day Bunzel resigned, "I don’t think Burns
would want the job. It might be too much for him. He had a
heart attack a few years ago."
"There’s a lot of mythology about heart i. tacks,"
Burns said last week, "just like there is a lot of mythology
about cancer. I’m in better shape now than I was when I
had the attack.
"Whoever is selected for president," he added, "will
only be appointed after a long search process."
The committee that will conduct the "long search
process" will be composed of 10 or 11 people consisting of
two or three faculty members appointed by the senate;
one student; a member of Bunzel’s advisory committee;
the California State University and Colleges Chancellor
and Vice Chancellor; two trustees appointed by the CSUC
Board of Trustees; the president of another state college
and one staff member appointed by the staff council. The
committee hopes to appoint a new president by July.
Unconfirmed Rumors: Gail Fullerton is one of the
finalists in the selection process for president of San Diego
State University.
Singing My Heart Out: If I were performing in the upcoming San Jose Symphony production of "Carmen," I
would probably be a little teary of what my costume might
look like since the costumes are being designed by a Ms.
Susanne Mess, but then I’ve never been noted for my
optimism.
Music Man: We now have our own Professor Harold Hill,
traveling music prof, in the form of Bill Nicolosi, the new
marching band director at SJSU.
Nicolosi, who describes himself as a "traveling music
teacher," said the position is part-time but it may work
into a full-time job.
He’s no stranger to this campus; he worked here in
the ’60s as the assistant band director. His assistant this
year is Scott Pierson, a music teacher at Piedmont Hills
High School.
The uniforms will be the same - dark blue with a
silver stripe, the drum major decked out in gold and
white.
,
None too soon, I say. Having cheerleaders prancing
about to canned music is tacky, tacky, tacky. At least if
we’re going to lose football games we could do it with
some style.
You can count on the S.F. Chron - for advice about
sex.
According to a Feb. 21 article, testosterone, the male
hormone, makes the blood more likely to clot - "an important factor in heart disease because blood that clots
more easily makes the individual more prone to a heart
attack."
This conclusion was arrived at after two scientists
studied mentally retarded men who had been castrated,
comparing them to mentally retarded non -castrated
males and normal, non-castrated males. The eunuchs
outlived the non-castrated men by 13.5 years and outlived
women by 6.7 years.
Just for fun, some evening at a party, ask a few men if
they would trade 13.5 years of their lives for their virility.
My guess: men would rather give up anything else but.
A Personal Message to Joe Trippi from Leah Kenworthy:
"Say it ain’t so, Joe." I presume this rn,...ssage is in
reference to Joe’s possible plan to switch to Humboldt
State next month.
Joe would rather not fight than switch, but if he does
stay, he may fight for election as the student body
president.
Other messages: This one from a reader who signs him or
herself as "The Secret Easter Bunny."
In this campus of tears and sorrow
When we don’t know if there’s a tomorrow
We relax when we see the rising sun
And laugh with Carol Sarasohn
Obviously this reader hasn’t heard that SJSU is no
laughing matter.
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flashback
On this day in:
1952: Approximately
250 students attended the
"Apple Hour," an informal
meeting of students and
faculty in the Student
Union aimed at "striking
up an informal relationship
oetween students the
teachers."
1974: Buildings and
Grounds
workmen
discovered a jokester had
altered the sign identifying
the Art Building by adding
a metal "F" to the
beginning of the word.
After a few laughs, the
workers removed the offending letter.
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Local priest a catalyst for change
By Jerome Colwell
When
the
Rev.
Cuchulain Moriarty set out
to "change the world"
more than 30 years ago, he
probably never dreamed
that the world would instead come to him to be
changed.
But God does, indeed,
work in mysterious ways,
and in Moriarty’s case,
c...inging the world involved first helping
transform the lives of
people he knows right in his
own backyard.
Moriarty, 56, is pastor
of Sacred Heart Church, a
Catholic parish of mostly
Spanish-speaking refugees
from Chile, Argentina and
Mexico, located at 974
Palm St.
He also serves as dean
in the central San Jose
area.
When he first came to
Sacred Heart Church from
San Francisco 12 years
ago, Moriarty said, the
church was an old Italian
parish.
Now, however, 58
percent of its parishioners
speak Spanish, and the
church ministers not only
to Latin American refugees
but people from all over the
world and the local community as well.
From
its
humble
beginnings the church has
grown and expanded to
surrounding
several
buildings, and now includes
a medical clinic, a school
and library and living
quarters for refugees.
"Being a Christian to
me means you only love
God through your neigh
bors," Moriarty said.
"Christians do an awful lot
of talking, but we should be
trying to love our neighbor
by just doing it."
To that end, Moriarty
gave up his ministry of
working with Irish immigrants in local schools in
San Francisco, moved to
Sacred Heart, and in 1973
attended a Bolivian
language
school
in
Cochabamba in the Andes
Mountans to learn Spanish.
While
in
South
America, he came in
contact with refugees
fleeing the military junta in
Chile. The refugees persuaded him to become
involved in their cause.
After returning to the
United States about the
time thousands of Vietnamese refugees were
being taken in to the U.S.,
Moriarty helped nearly 400
Chilean fugitives emigrate
here as well.
The work of finding
homes, procuring job
training and putting those

patients, including nearly
400 under prenatal care,
and are seeking to furnish
additional services by
starting a dental health
program and by developing
their mental health
program even more.
The clinic currently
has 60 patients in its
Spanish-speaking mental
health program, the first of
its kind in the district, and
it offers programs in health
and nutrition education and
to
food
supplements
families.
And yet, with all of the
community services it
already provides, Moriarty
would like to see the church
become involved in still
other new and innovative
ways.
He said he would like to
see Teatro, a type of social
drama presented by a
group cf professional
Argentinian and Mexican
actors associated with the
church, become more of a
powerful force for change
and for "raising people’s
consciousness" about the
situation of the poor in the
community.

Sacred Heart Church, under the auspices of the
Rev. Cuchulain Moriarty, now serves a multicultural parish with a medical clinic, school and
sanctuary for refugees.
refugees in contact with
local resources has continued since then, and
today San Jose has the
largest Chilean refugee
population of any city in the
nation except New York.
"If you see needs
around you, you can’t just
put your head in the
ground," Moriarty said.
"That’s what the whole
idea of Christianity is all
about.
"There were two
things that the church had
to give," he explained.
"Buildings and personnel.
We now have over 500
people here learning
English."
"Here" in this case
refers to Sacred Heart
School, located in a
building next to the old
rectory near the Church.
The school obviously
means much to Moriarty,
who, in the course of his 32
years in God’s service, has
been involved in education
in one form or another
much of the time. He
taught a Mexican American
community

class as part , of the
Mexican-American Graduate Studies program at
SJSU for three years, in
which he worked closely
with ex -offender or
"pinto," and talked warmly of the experiences and
friendships he enjoyed
through it.
In the old convent
building behind the school
is housed the church
community’s
Latin
American Library and its
dormitory for Chilean
refugees.
The library holds more
than
3,9 0 0
books,
magazines, records, and
pamphlets - mostly in
Spanish - each month and
the dormitory provides
temporary homes for over
160 refugees, including
children, many of whom
were forced to flee to the
United States from the
military regime in Chile.
One of the more important services the church
provides the local neigh
borhood is the Gardner
Community Medical Clinic,
established in a small

Moriarty likes to think
of his little community in
San Jose as a "complexcomplex."
"It seems to get more
complex every day," he
remarked with a smile, and
just the faintest hint of an
Irish accent.
His perceptions about
how the complex is run and
the needs it should meet in
the community are rather
unusual for the pastor of a
Catholic
conservative
church.
But he sees the role of
the Church in the world as
one of involvement and
"revolutionary" service.
"I think the Church
ought to be more involved
in changing the world than
itself," he said. "There
really is a world out
there!"
Moriarty bemoans his
belief that the church in our
country is not as involved
in ministering to people’s
needs and in fighting social
injustices as it is in South
America, particularly in
Chile. There, he explained,
"the church gives a voice
to the voiceless and power
to the powerless."
"I was poor and you
fed me. I was thirsty and
you gave me drink,"
Moriarty
continued,
paraphrasing Jesus to
explain his concept of the
role of Christianity in
changing the world.
"I was in prison and
you comforted me. How do
you preach Jesus Christ
without talking about
economics and politics and
social injustice - all the
things that oppress
people?"
"We don’t just teach
religion here on Saturday
and Sunday. Hopefully we
teach it everyday."

photos by Ella, Godbow

building next door to the
church itself.
The clinic, which the
church leases to the
community at $1 per year,
is a general medical
facility, providing low-cost
primary adult and
pediatric therapeutic care
through two doctors, a
medical lab, and an X-ray
lab.
According to Don
Goewey, director of the
clinic, they are currently
treating more than 800

LUTHER

REAGAN

Alumni group offering scholarships
The SJSU Alumni Association is offering 32 Dean’s
Scholarships of $100.
Applications can be obtained from the deans of each
individual school of study and must be returned by March
10. Students will be notified about the status of their application by April 20.
Criteria for being considered for a scholarship is
having a 3.0 GPA at SJSU, 3.5 in one’s major and 3.0
overall, said Janet Williams, Alumni Association
executive coordinator.
Transcripts must be submitted for proof of GPA.
In the past, Williams said, having a 3.5 in one’s major
was sufficient, but it didn’t determine overall ability.
She said there will now be a much larger group to
choose from so the best possible student can be chosen.
A committee from each school in the university
determines the candidates.
The 32 scholarships are divided according to the
number of students enrolled in each school.
The association also offers seven individual
scholarships which are
handled by the respective
departments.
The scholarships are:
Gerdts Memorial, marine biology; Renee Dimarco,
radio-television; Arthur Andersen, accounting; Dwight

He is also interested in
establishing some sort of
programs for Argentinian
refugees simila to those the
church offers to the
Chileans.

Bentel, journalism; J. William McCormack, journalism,
William Cottrell, electrical engineering; and HoowirLangdon, emergency loan fund.
The Hoover-Langdon fund was established in honor of
Judge William H. Langdon for his career in both
education and law, and former First Lady of the United
States Lou Henry Hoover, both SJSU graduates.
"We’re trying to get involved as much as we can at
SJSU,"Williams said, "the alumni work their hearts out
to get things done because they love the university."
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sports
Nine sweeps twin bill
By Scott Van Camp
STOCKrONThe SJSU
baseball team came back
for two victories after
disastrous first game
against University of the
this
Tigers
Pacific
weekend, to even its
California
Northern
Baseball Association mark
at six wins and six losses.
The Spartans played
UOP Friday at Municipal
Stadium, losing 19-1, but
swept a doubleheader in
Stockton Saturday, winning the first game, 13-2,
and the second, 3-2.
The Spartans were
humiliated in the first
game, as pitchers Steve
Berglund and Mark Larson
were bombed by Tiger
hitters.
Berglund lasted 2-2/3
innings, giving up 10 runs,
nine of them earned.
Larson fared no better,
giving up eight earned runs

and 10 hits in 6-1/3 innings.
In the first inning, with
two outs, UOP scored four
runs on two walks and
three straight base hits.
The game was iced by
UOP, in the third frame, as
it gave up six runs to trail
10-0.
Coach Gene Menges,
obviously upset over the
team’s showing, noted that
in 10 of 14 games played,
the Spartans have been
behind after the first inning.
The game was marred
by an injury to shortstop
Mark Espinoza, who was
hit near the right eye while
attempting to field a
ground ball that took a bad
hop off the turf.
Espinoza was taken to
the hospital, and according
to Menges, had to stay still
due to a danger of
hemorrhaging near the
eye.

According to junior
varsity coach Tom Jones,
Espinoza is in a "four day
traction period," in which
his head cannot be moved
due to fear of blood clotting
in the right eye.
The Spartans scored
their lone run in the eighth
Pedretti
Chris
when
doubled and came home on
a wild pitch and an error.
SJSU turned the tables
on the Tigers Saturday, as
it came out blasting in the
first game.
The Spartans didn’t
waste any time, when in
the first inning they came
up with four runs on singles
by Rod Kemp, Tony Biondi,
Randy Johnson and Ron
Pimentel.
The Spartans got two
more in the second on Mike
Freeman’s first of two
home runs in the game, and
a triple by Johnson that
scored Biondi.

Spikers beat Cards;
impressive in opener

Freeman hit his second
homer to drive in two of
three runs in the fifth
frame, and the Spartans
added four more tallies in
the seventh.
Pitcher Russ Hayslip
went the distance for SJSU,
giving up six hits and
allowing only one earned
run.
The Spartans squeaked
out a second-game victory
on consecutive singles in
the first inning by Pedretti
and Biondi, a fifth frame
homer by Rod Kemp, and a
triple by Ernie Hayden
which brought Biondi
home.
Jeff Nowotny picked up
his first win of the season
on a steady one earned -run
performance.
The Spartans will play
Sacramento State Wednesday, at 2:30 in
Municipal Stadium.
The JV baseball team
defeated University of
Santa Clara Sunday, 13-9,
to improve their record to
6-3.
The team opens its Bay
Area Collegiate League
season March 15 against St.
Mary’s College.
Friday

around in the meet.
By Sharon Rothe
"Whit and Marcus did
Stanford
The
University track and field the job in the 100 and
team went down to defeat, changed the emotional
91-72, at the hands of the trend to our side," Spartan
SJSU track team, which coach Ernie Bullard said.
came up with seven in- "Marlin did an excellent
dividual records in last job for us too."
Dedy Cooper won the
Saturday’s opener at Bud
Winter Field.
110 meter hurdles with a
In a meet that also time of 13.8, which tied the
included teams from meet record, Spartan
Hayward State and coach Larry Livers set in
Stanislaus State, the 1968. Cooper also ran on the
Spartans were victorious in 400 meter relay team, won
the four-way scoring with the intermediate hurdles in
98 points to Stanford’s 73, a time of 51.7 and anchored
27
and the Mile relay team.
Hayward’s
In the distance events,
Stanislaus’ 8.
The Spartans placed the Spartans were led by
first in nine of 19 events and Dan Harvey in the two mile
are now undefeated in 27 run. Harvey finished third
straight dual meets.
Coleman Kells started
SJSU out on the right foot
by winning the hammer
Today
throw with a meet and
Women’s Tennis at UC Davis. 2
personal record of 186 feet
1. Kells also qualified for
Tomorrow
NCAA competition in
Men’s
Tennis nosts
Canada
passing
College, 20 m
Eugene, Oregon by
hosts
Baseball
Men’s
185
of
standard
the entry
Sacramento State.? 3013 m
feet.
Women’s Basketball at Fresno
Even though SJSU’s State, (p m
Thursday
440 meter relay team had
Men’s
Swimming at
PCAA
problems with their hanTournament in Long Beach.
doffs and lost the race to a
Tennis hosts
Nevada
Men’s
strong Stanford team, they Reno. 2 P.m
PCAA
Men’s
Basketball at
finished with an excellent
early season mark of 40.0. Tournament in Anaheim, 7pm
Friday
Following the 400, Stanford
Swimming at
Men’s
PCAA
was high emotionally and it Tournament in Long Beach
took a 1-2 finish in the 100
Men’s
Gymnastics at
Pacific
meter dash for the Spar- Southwest Championships.
Men’s Baseball at St Mary’s,
tans to turn the tide.
2 30p.m
Ron Whitaker and
PCAA
Men’s
Basketball at
Marcus Washington ran Tournament in Anaheim Itenlatoie)
lor0pm
against a 5.1 m.p.h. wind
Fencing at westerns in
and finished with times of LosMen’s
Angeles, T BA
10.4 and 10.6.
aaaaa ay
Men’s
Gymnastics at
Marlin Rochee finished
Pacific
in a dead heat in the 400 Southwest Championships
Women’s
Gymnastics hosts
meter dash with Stanford’s Nor Cal Championships.
school record holder, Alan
Men’s Baseball hosts St. Mary s,
Sheats, with a personal doubleheader. noon
PCAA
Basketball at
Men s
record of 47.1. Freshman
Tournament in Anaheim (tentative)
Lionel Foster placed fourth Ip
m
in his best time of 49.0.
Men’s Fencing at Westerns in
Coach Ernie Bullard Los Angeles
Sunday
dubbed the performances
Men’s Judo at Pacific AAU in
of Whitaker, Washington Albany,
pm
and Rochee as the turn

Sports
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but ran a personal record
of 8:58.6. His previous best
was 9:04.0.
Stan Ross placed third
in the 880 yard run with his
best time, of 1:52.5, picking
up valuable points for the
Spartans.
In the jumping events,
Keith Nelson jumped a
career high of 7 feet oneeighth inches to take the
high jump. Ron Livers,
making his first attempt at
6 feet 8, finished second.
Livers entered the
meet coming off of an
impressive win in the triple
Jump at the AAU meet in
New York Friday night.
Livers won the competition
with his season best of 55-3inches. It was the best
jump jump posted this
indoor season and ended
Lt. Tommy Haynes threeyear reign as AAU
champion.
Livers won the triple
jump in Saturday’s meet
leading a 1-2-3- finish for
Spartans.
the
In the pole vault,
Spartan Greg Woepse held
off the competition with a
jump of 16 feet 6. Dan
Simpson added three
important points to SJSU’s
score by placing second in
the scoring against
Stanford with a leap of 13
feet 6.
Bob
Gummerson
placed first in the shot put,
55-1 and Bob Feuerbach,
who was bothered by a
neck injury, came in
second with a put of 524.
Gummerson also placed
second in the discus,
throwing 165-4, picking up
extra points.
The Spartans won the
mile relay with a time of
3:12.3. Cooper ran an excellent anchor leg in an
unofficial time of 46.3,
leaving Stanford’s James
Lofton, long jump winner,
behind him.
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Grapplers
second
in PCAAs
The SJSU wrestling
team took second place in
the PCAA wrestling
tournament at CSU-Long
Beach with 67 1/4 points.
Utah State was first with 87
1/4 points.
Robert McDowell, 142pound division, and Duane
Harris, 190-pound division,
took firsts.
Coach T.J. Kerr wasn’t
satisfied with his team’s
performance.
Kerr’s teams have won
the PCAA tourney the last
five years.
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"We did a lot of things well but there are two things
we did," Coach Ivan Guevara said to his team after the
second game. "We gave the ball up easily. Our turnovers...it was just careless passing on our part.
"When we had the lead, instead of taking advantage
of it, we made bad shots. We weren’t concentrating on
getting the good shot."
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Turnovers were a factor in both games as the Spartans gave the ball up 21 times to the Titans’ 17 in the first
game and 26 times to the Titans’ 19 in second game.
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The Spartans lost both regular scason games to
Fullerton this year, 81-66, in Fullerton, and 80-78, in San
Jose two weeks ago.

The Titans had a very fast-breaking offense and the
Spartans will have to control the tempo of the game if they
are going to win, according to Guevara.
"There is one thing they did that we have to
remember," Guevara told his team. "The fast break, they
had the ball and all of the sudden they were flying down
court."
Both teams suffered costly injuries the last time they
met. Starting guard for SJSU, Phil Davis, sprained his left
ankle and did not make the road trip with the team last
weekend. Davis is probable for the tournament.
Starting Titan forward Mike Niles is suffering from
strained ligaments and is doubtful for Thursday’s game.
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By Anne Brennan
Sixth-seeded SJSU will face third-seeded CSUFullerton in the first round of the PCAA basketball
tournament Thursday night in Anaheim Convention
Center at 7 p.m.
After dropping their last two conference games on the
road to San Diego State University, 81-77, and CSU-Long
Beach, 84-69, SJSU remained in sixth place when UC
Santa Barbara lost to Fullerton, 85-67, Saturday.
Santa Barbara will meet second-ranked San Diego at
9 p.m. in the first round of the playoffs while fourth-seeded
University of the Pacific meets fifth-seeded Long Beach
at 5.
Top-ranked Fresno State University draws a bye in
the first round and will meet the lowest remaining seed in
second round action of the single elimination tournament
Friday night.
UC-Irvine finished eighth and did not make the
playoffs.
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Wally Rank soars after a rebound in the Spartans last win, 68-66 in overtime, over UC Santa Barbara.
Rank’s 14 points led the Spartans, who start playoff action in the PCAA tournament Thursday against CSUFullerton, SJSU’s Ron Lowe (24) and Stan Hill fight with Gaucho Greg Howard for position.
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classifieds
announcements

for sale

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll
nOW! Information available the
A.S. off ice or phone 371 6811.

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance manor
the campus can take care of all
our insurance needs. AUTO.
HOME. FIRE. HEALTH. If you
are not &ready with state
Farm, call for an appointment
at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenent for you
on campus, your home or my
office Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
money. CALL: MORN’ STAR,
253.3277 or 446 3649.

si

Real Estate Note for Sale original
value S11.000. but *Mull at 12.5
percent discount. MUST SELL.
32197020. 969 1591.
Lot Ii.’ Sale In Fresno. 41 acres
Residential area, gentle slope.
bemitlful mew, 70 minutes from
downtown. new roads, elec
tricity, etc 517,000 cash or best
offer. May consider 5,000 Cash
and trade. 321 9787 or 949 8591.
The Red Coach burned down. to Me
SKI CLUB is postponing its
Valentine’s Dance. and will hold
another semi formal dance later
on this semester 5 ignups for the
Easter trip to Jackson Hole
Wyoming will be held on Toes
Morning, Feb Nth. at 7 15 an,
in the Almaden Room of the S U
A deposit of 5100 will be taken.
total cost is 5186, balance due by
March 9th meeting You must be
a club member as of Feb 27 in
Order to sign up More details,
see the Ski Club table near
Student Union. GO FOR IT!

-V.
tcul

tAt ijoh’
404kb. F,44,4.,4473

GURDJIEFF IS DEAD: His work is
not: Am invitation is extended to
those men and women who have
more than an idle curiosity to
step through the threshold
separating ordinary life from
Mental world as put fOrM in the
life and teachings of G.I. Gurd
litaff. For further information
call 408-287 5167.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS Save
on brand name hard and soft
lens supplies. Send for free
Illustrated catalog. Contact
Lens Supplies, Box 7453
Phoenix, Arizona 85011
I Dangerfield of the Daily won first place in the California Intercollegiate
ress Association contest for news photos last weekend with his shot of the
azi
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KUNG FU
Beggining class on
Tuesday (starts 2/711) at 7:30 to
8:45 pm. Price $9 with full
refund after 1st class if not
satisfied. Sign up at A.S.
Business Office in the Student
Union
FOR
MOUNTAINEERING
NOVICES- No mountain that
can’t be climbed. 510 for course
beginning Thursday March 1. 7
pm. Register at student bus.
office.
SOUTH SHORE LAKE TAHOE
is where the SKI CLUB is going
skiing March 4 S. Ski Heavenly
and Kirkwood on all this great
snow 525 members. 130 non
members torsos trip and motel
from Oh and San
lodging.
Carlos on Friday March 3rd, MS
pm and return Sun. rite. Sign up
at the Ski Club table outside the
Union. EASTER WEEK ski the
Hole
Jackson
Big One!
Wyoming. 5186 for 5 days.
Mies, bus trip, lodging, and lift
tickets,you pay for food and
drink (drinking age is 191.
Signups and S100 deposit will be
taken from club members on
Tues. Feb. 28th at 7:15 am in the
Aimaden Room of the S.U.MOre
into at the Club table, or call Joe
or Bob at 268 2529. GO FOR t T1

I Continued from page one)
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Other mail -in awards
for the Spartan Daily were:
second place, best content
in a single issue; second
place, best front page
makeup in a daily; second
place (tie), best photo
essay, for Kurt Ellison’s
page on a swimming
amputee; third place, best
editorial cartoon, for Larry
Baumgardner’s illustration of a "technologized"
lecture; third place, best
investigative reporting, for
Tony Bizjak’s piece on
SJSU President John
Bunzel’s Spartan Showcase
fund "coverup."

1)%

onorarium open
Nominations for a $250
onorarium
for
electiveness in teaching,
pen to assistant and
ssociated professors, can
submitted until next
uessday.
The award is sponored by the Association of
’alifornia State University
rofessors.
Chairpersons, coorinators and directors of
epartments, programs
nd divisions may submit
e name of one assistant
r associate professor
probationary or tenured)
to the ACSUP care of Dr.

_COPIES
31, 2c overnight
--no minimum--

KINKO’S

W.N. McBain of the
Psychology Department in
Dudley Moorhead Hall,
room 157.

Bizjak also grabbed a
crucial third place in the
on -the -spot
editorial
writing competition. Ad
Manager Art Adjemian
took third in the on-the-spot
advertising event.
Each of the third
places gained one point, the
Spartans’ margin of victory.

ENGINEERING &
COMPUTERSCIENCE
STUDENTS
Our product
simulates
aircraft
flight...
but our
careers
are for real!

123 S. 3rd Street
295 4336
Also At:
481 E. San Carlos St.

The Link Division 01 The Singer Company designs and inanufacru,,
sophisticated night simularors using advanced computer technic,
lor Day and Night visual display, radar landmass simulation precis,.
scanning and digital recording systems

PLYMOUTH ’69 5500. Works
excellent Automatic Iran
smission V11, etc. Also ’64 Ford
station wagon. Works well
Automatic Transmission. 5300.
MUST SELL. 3214787 or 969
11591.
’6$ VW BUG. Good condition. 8150 or
best offer. Call 779 3002 after
SOmi
197$ Honda Civic, 5.speed. AM.FM
stereo. Air, A 1 shape. $2750.
Call 475 9579
1905

VW BUG Good condition
rebuilt engine has Only 5,000
miles on it 5907 or offer must
sell. Cali 277 8167 Kevin alter
5Pm

1972 COUPE DE VILLE. Excellent
condition. New Michelin tires.
Call 792.0383. S2999 firm.
’66 VW BUS. Great Cond. Newly
rebuilt engine 11500 cc) and
trans Convertible bench/bed in
beck. Steve 2179364. S1200
io Kerman Ghia. Rebuilt. Runs
great. Auto stickshift. Yellow,
. black interior. S1704 Steve 241
9340

’57

CHEVY Nomad, excellent
condition, cost. interior. MO Hi
pert. For more into. Call
Charlene 292 7289.

73 PINTO WAGON, 200 cc eng 4 Sp.
AM/FM Stereo, low mile xint.
coed Clean SISPO/offer 264
9058
1972 vEGA Hatchback GT. 4 sell
Moving
Excellent condition
must sell. 14150 274 7777

/66 So, 1,1 Sv /91 1800
Tits AWl
Film and Politics
THE HARDER
THEY COME

STATE OF SEM

film schedules
now available
in Student Union

New

a

It you Me unable to meet with us you ate Invited to send your resume
or letter of interest in Professional Employment Dept SO. 1077 Lau
41Ne, Avenue Sunnyvale California 040815 14081 737.1800 We
I’ proud to be An tquIll Opportunity Employer M f

Link
NON% !la SINGER Ofilk111

LARGE 2 BORM/2 bath F URN
apt Pool Underground parking
52713/rnonln 470 5 Illts St 2117
1590

TYPIST : With
college chemistry
course. Apply OH 518

PIANO used, upright well kept,
5300. MUST SELL. 321 97117.

SALES OPPORTUNITY
Couple
wanted for weekend, retail
sales Must work well with
POPle Salary and Bonus 289
8451.

SKATEBOARDS!! Complete line of
quality equip, at wlnle prices.
C411298.237210 prices.
INTERIOR
DESIGN/DECORATORS. In
terviews February 11 10 lpm,
February 23 noon Sprn Bring
portfolio or representative
samples. For appointment 267
1374, 2292 Lincoln Avenue, San
Jose.
FURNITURE FOR SALE Dresser
530, table 010. 4 folding chairs
516. double bed 1 yr. old, 5100
Old fashioned office chair SIB.
Call 2440264 afternoons and
evenings.
CHEV 4WD Step PS Pe AT Choy.
Mud and Snows $4400. Call 51600
C81127911400 9 $ Pm
ICE CREAM TRUCK great bus for
student Cashman 3 wheeler,
sm and econ to run Easy 49
corny all yr round. 243 1643 or
783 0594,
Garelli Moped, 50 cc., 1200 ml, lust
tuned. 6440/offer or take over
pmts.0120/mo. 2920946
REFRIGERATOR. 4.3 cubic foot
Frigidaire. Good condition.
Perfect for dorm room. Asking
5130.00. Call Mike at 2929161

help wanted
DRIVER -STOCK CLERK. 53.25 hr.
Work 3 days per week 3 to 4 hrs,
each day, to fit school schedule.
Husky, must know city well,
good driving record Phone 2991900

WE NEED TEACHERS to teach
English conversation at
California Language Institute in
Japan. send resume and photo.
The
requirements
are:
American college graduate with
good personality and can stay a
minimum of 2 year5 About 25
hrs. per week/S1,000 per month
minimum. California Language
Institute, contact Mr. Ichiro
Nohara/Yanotha Bldg. 8F, III
Wunsch’, Kokurakita Ku/Kitakyushu, Fukuoka, JAPAN 1102.

CAMPUS
RECYCLING
COORDINATOR Work study
person needed to loin Spartan
Gardens Staff Responsible for
collecting aluminum cans,
newspapers, etc.on campus to
be recycled Car Wel truck)
needed. 15 hrs/wk., 2 75Mour
Applications available in the
student programs and services
office, next to Spartan Pub, or
call 277 21e9
If you need work, I need yOul Part
time, 13.50/hr. Call Peter at 167
2271 late nights.

$700
WEEKLY
MAILING
Circulars!! materials Supplied,
Immediate Income Guaran
teed! Rush Stamped Addressed
Envelope: Homeworker 2909 2
NR Pinetree. Hernando MS
38632.
_
TYPIST: With a college chem
course. Apply OH 510.
DEMONSTRATE --5415-E-R
Enthusiastic.
BARBECUE!
outgoing, reliable persons to
demonstrate weekends in S.J.
area stores. 525/5 hrs. Into:
Career Plan and Place Job List
Service Bldg. AA. Campus in
terview March 9.
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English
conversation. NO ekperience,
degree or Japanese required
Send long, stamped, sell
addressed envelope for details
Ill W.Center.
Japan 180,
Centralia, WA. 98531
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN I
Ride Operators, Food Service,
Sales. Weekertifs, Easter Week,
Full time summer starting May
27115 Apply in Person. FRON
TIER VILLAGE AMUSEMENT
PARK. (E.?.E.)
Auto klocIrkel work Need person
inwoel. W/ eeNnsive knowledge
of suto electrical systems work
on al Lincoln 295 9143

housing
2-1 students to rent apt. in exchange
for right work. Call Gall 279 1192
bet. B and 6.
A DELIGHTFUL PLACE TO LIVE.
Newly remodeled, new carpet.
extra clean, extra quiet. Gas
opns, electric ovens radar
ovens, dishwasher, ping pong
and volleyball. $1101 rno. 211 S
11th one block away. Call 295
2950
SJSU I bdrm 1 1/2 bath apt. Nice No
pets, $190 mo. and 5150 depOiSit.
439 So. 4th St. Call 293.5070
FEMALE HOUSEMATE needed to
share beautifully renovated
v ic tor Ian 509 plus utilities. 2119
8189 eves.

Male non smoker, mellow, to share
bdr. in apt. Call Yorkman 219
4141 (days) 281 2210 nights,
~genes.

LOST. Black Lab/Shee mik female
7/15 at Student bunion. Answers
to Hashish. Lacy. 5655. 10th
LOSTF S8499 61h and San Salvador,
Black Vinyl Appointment Book.
REWARD! Call Tony 2599403

JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign rience required. Ex
cellent pay Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career Send
$3.00 for information SEAFAX.
Dept. 09. First Laurel. Port
AngelesWA 98162.
FleniacaiM;17-AH-0-E. 2-tdr nu. at
It, of Heavenly. near clubs. $150
wk, 550 Mosel. 2672697,
PARKING SPACE WANTED near
campus, 15 min.) Off street,
secluded, secure, 2 hrs/disY
Phone 4230917 eves./wknds.
P.O. Box 226 San Jose 95103
The SJSU Gay Student union is is
alternative social group open to
all gay men and women. GSU
provides a place to come out to a
supportive atmosphere, and
Liberate
friendly
people
yourself be all you can be
come to GSU, each Thursday at
Ipm in Inc Almaden Room of the
Upcoming
Student Union
.
events include, 2’16 rap:grew%
2/23 creativity MOM,’ 3/7
speaker meeting: 3/9 potluck,
3/16 rap group: 3/23 disco
dance; 3/30 speaker mooting.
HAVE A question concerning Real
Estate? Want to own property?
management
of
Tired
HASSLES? Your problems are
over if you call 287 3953. 2 bdrm.
duplex for rent after March 1st,
Call Pat at Homes And Things
One more thing, 1973 350 Honda
for sale.
SUMMER JOBS. FREE Fifty State
Employer Directory. Send name
and address too SUMCHOICE.
Box DE Dept. S. State College.
PA 16801...Tell a friend.
BARBARA, I think you’re neat.
Take it easy and enjoy today.
Busy this weekend? Ice Cream
John.
WANTED: izsmm and 270mrn, 405
lens or Speed Graphic lens.
Good light meter wanted 264
2732.
GROUP THERAPY FOR WOMEN.
Share your personal problems
and related women’s issues.
Meets Tues, 1.30 4-30 OM the
Women’s Center, Begins Feb.
28. Sign up at the Women’s
center as soon as possible.

Female wanted to share 2 bdrm 2
bath with other female. Porn,
fireplace. clean. Close to
campus. Avail. Immecl, $150 I
utilities call after 1 pm. 299 7677
or 226 5686

HOLLY S Intuition takes me for a
ride in the Art. Dept Halls
Hoping to bump into you soon
Larry. PS.Harry’s got my
phone number.

Female roommate wanted to share
Thedrrn apt one hall blk from
SJSU, S105 plus utilities 297 9907
alt or eves.

.i hoe:.
6 Imp..
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run
day,

311.50

5.00

2.25

2.111

2.1.1

2.50
3.00

2 75
3.25

2.411

3.511

:1.75

services

TYPING term papers 7$ cents a
Resumes
Page and up.
S2.50page
IBM Correcting
Selectrics All work guaranteed
Please call after 1 pm KITT*,
CARTER
NORTH VALLEY
SECRETARIAL SERVICE, 263
452$.
.
.
TUTORING
Acctg
Basic or
Fortran. individual or group
rates, Collin. 217 294

’Poo

.50
tfltclttcfctct
Sente,let

.511

I ho,.

:cllcctticdtlt I’
Fiir Sale

INTELLIGENT TYPING Editing,
grammar,
form,
tapes,
resumes garn to 9pm Margie
Reeves 996 1265
_
.
FOrmer teacher and sec will do all
kinds of typing, grade papers,
etc. for students or faculty. 374
5894
IF YOU CIKE the latest DISCO
MUSIC. Call as 328 88307 pm.
TYPING SERIVCE AVAILABLE
REASONABLE 985 1717
Concrete
RATES!
LOW
finisher: patio, drive 5111’,
sidewalk, etc. Call 2305941.
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP If
You are a good student with
good cloying rcOrd. Y017 may
qualify for a 2$ percent discount
on your auto insurance. We also
have competitive rates for
hOMeOwnerS, renters, and life
insurance
Appointments at
time and place convenient to
YOU. Call Bruce Lott 01241 4750

stereo
ATTENTION
AUDIOPHILES!
Tannoy, Phase Linear, Genesis,
HO, B W. DBX, KLH, MXR,
CV. Ohm. oaniouist, Lux,
Nakamichi, RTR, 8 0. OCM,
M K. ADC, DB Gas, Janus,
Mkko, Bonus. Scott, EPI, JUG,
ESS, JBL, SIC. JIL, and more at
Discount Prices! AUDIO EN
TERPRISES has over 140Major
brands of home electronics at 10
to 50 percent off! All new full
warranty
Free
cassette
carOusel, stylus timer, or rec
cleaner kit sv/any system! Call
755 5550, M F, 19, All day, Sat
Sun. ASK for KEN

trawl
PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
SPECIAL 52 oft w ad tor 2
COlOr Of 4 B and W photos
JMJ
Reggular price 5730
PHOTOGRAPHY 293 7000 20
Paseo de San Antonio
Si
(between 1st and 2nd Streets I
TRAVEL..TRAVEL..TPAVEL Our
services include free World
wide charter flight locating
service for Amsterdam. Lando"
Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Paris.
Rome,
Madrid,
Shannon.
Zurich, Milan. Hong gong.
Philippines, Hawaii and New
York Other services. Durail,
(Oared. Car Rentals. Books and
Maps. Luggage and Travel
Packs. Student Services, Intl
cards. student
student I D
flights Student Travel Table
located on Me moon floor of
Student union Hours 11 2 pm
Tues. Wed. Thurs or visit our
Office. Trip and Travel Planning
Co 444 E William St (At S 10th
St I San Jose. CA 9912 is:18)
792 1613 *Ours Mon 95 pm,
Toes thru Fri. 06 pm plus Sat
10 3 Pm

liminnialieltnimMemsmonelerwei

3.111

.311
/.1111A (Inc jticlt
lAgte.)...,2.1.110

anon
ell. frIv

TYPING Fast, accurate. and
reasonable too. Try me I’m in
West San Jose. Patty 984 1642,

Folor
dot,

Ime mitt
.511

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
I) percent Student Discount on
dry cleaning. For all your
laundering needs alterations,
mending, washing, ironing.
Washinsvfluff dry, hung andmr
folded 10 lb Pillows, Blankets,
Rugs, Sleeping Bags, Leathers,
Suedes. Hats. One day service.
Open 8 S.30 Mon Seat.
ACE LAUNDRY
Sty and E. William
(next to Togo’s) 293 7220

,Count Apo,* 3g letters and spar es tor each In,’

11nr

2.511
3.1111

FLUTE LESSONS. Taught by SJSU
grad. student (Master’s can
dilate in flute performance).
Spinners through Advanced
Call 287 5946

Print Your Ad Here:

Itcy

dot..

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters Reports Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg 14081 356
424$ 137 Escobar Ave., Los
Gatos. 9$030.

LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE with
female, age is no prOblem,
have a very minor voice defect.
If interested, call. Brian at 298
23011.

PRESCHOOL CHILD CARE. Ages:
2 1/2 5, hours 13,14; 3 4, Min:
21 hrs/week. Frances Guilford
Children’s Center. 405 S. 1011551.
193 22811.

For Rent: I Wm. in private home
Pri, bath, use of kitchen,
laundry, and garage. S130/mo.
Female student 277 7194 (day)
257 1569

TYPING FAST and RELIABLE Lel
me make your deadlines.
Professional typist Much eo
perioneo with term papers
Theses, resumes. ek Use the
latest
IBM
automatic
typewriters. first drafts can be
revised quickly and cheaply
Spelling the granirnatir 01 errors
corrected. if nec
Call
Heather 267 8593

HAIR
removed
UNWANTED
permanently. 235 E Santa Clara
Street, em. 811. 294 4499 Nan

1211-1)-441 FOR .RENT IMalel Share
house with 3 other SJSU
students 2 blks to school.
Remainder of Feb. FREE. 585 S.
10th St. 292 1SP.

Nice 2 bedrOOM apt to Share With
female. Pool,. Saratoga and 280.
5123. Serious student only. Call
Sofia evenings and wknds. 241
7379

CAROLYN’S TYPING SERVICE
For all your typing needs
Student discounts 926 0920

personals

FLEXIBLE HOURS. GOOD PAY
Need nurses’ aides/ord. $4.10
/hr. LVN’s 15.62/hr. and RN’s,
57/hr.
Some experience
required, call for amt. New
Horirons Nurses Registry, 2775
Park Ave S C 287 1749.

ATTN 0 T., 16,-y-ch
. TIO7a1;:y,
Social Welfare and Counseling
malors. Friends and Neighbors
is part of S.C.A.L., E., a student
volun tteer program on campus.
Participating in the Friends and
Neighbors program Involves
Working with residents of the
board and care home,* located
near the SJSU campus. This is a
great opportunity
for
a
rewarding work experience.
Three units of credit are
available. Call Julie. 277 1187.

theses.
TYPE term papers
reports, manu scrIpts, resumes
IBM Selecctic Jove 269 0213

CONTACT LENS WEARERS Save
on brand name hard and soft
lens supplies Send for free
illustrated catalog
Contact
Lens Supplies, Box 7453,
Phoenix. Arizonal15011,

lost and found

FEMALE WANTED to snare apt.
near SJSU. Fully fumshd.
2bdrm. 2 bath Security gate. If
right person, Feb. rent free. 198
3105 for details.

EXTRA
INCOME!
Mailing
circulars at home. 1300. weekly
pOssiblel No exper. necessary,
free
infor.
Write:Teletex
Associates 3548e Collier Place,
Fremont CA 94536.

I

FULL SECURITY BUILDING
Extremely large two bedroom
and two bath; w/w carpeting,
AEK,
Courtyard.
BBC).
recroom, pool table, parking.
two blocks from campus On
Utilities paid. Chuck 998 4149
leave message
Now and
Summer

College Students needing over SIO0
per week for part time work
F lex ible hours must be neat,
have car and phone Call Fuller
Brush Co 743 1121 or inter vlew
appointmenr

Rates

INTERVIEWS
MARCH 2nd
An employment Representative will interview Match and lone grad.
*des in U and CSC isoftware. hardware and computer architecture)
Masters degree candidates in If and CSC Please see your Placement
Officer tor sign up

Owl’s Summer Camp Counselors.
SHADY LAWN FARM 6255
River Rd. Oakdale, Ca 95361,
12091 0471912 It wks MO plus
em bd. All specialists 20 era Or
Older Non smokers. Engl or
riding, horseback
west,
vaulting, swirnming(ARC W51
CPR Senior Life), water skiing
news, kitchen, and housework,
chapel, second class de license.
Crafts. lapidary. oraganic
gardens.

eilENINIMMIES11111111111611111111

295-5511

CNIE

ROOMATE WANTED Ion house Oct
23rd St Just mins frOm SJSU
5100 Plus util Call for details
792 5999

KODAK FILM, PAPER, Chemicals,
Protectors and Equipment. All
COST plus 10.111 Sample
Prices:
Processing Kodachr
ome and Ectachrome 11536
140, 13120. 2.011, VPS, K11/400
w/slides and replacement roll
7.03. 025 and 6113$ 36 film 1.96,
VPS 135 36 1.53,135 20 LIN, 10D ft
9.57. PAPER Polycontrast SW
1100410’s. 1495, RC 100 0010.
19.20, Ektacolor 74 RC 100 8610,
26.96. These are but a few of the
many items we carry. Callus at
249 2456. Creative Photography,
1900 Lafayette, Santa Clara.CA
95050. We also do weddings and
portraits at reasonable rates
Call NOW!

GARDENER HANDYMAN.S3.25 hr.
Work every other Sat. or Sun. 3
to 4 WU’S each time. Steady
employment 291-4900.

automotive

SOLICITOR
TELEPHONE
Evenings. 55.00/hr. start. Green
Thumb Lawn Service 732 4443
or 245 AM.

fit lp %Pled
iota
111.1111,i1 -

.50

Pr .01 oar,.
Address
C r,

Phone
For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
D1,161/114, two days aria, to publit
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Consecutive publi,tion date, only

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 93114
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Auditorium conditions
disgrace, Wright says
drama, dance and certain contemporary perform
require a place to perform which meets certain technic
and acoustical specifications.
"Without Morris Dailey, we are faced with sever
unsatisfactory alternatives," the letter said.
Other facilities that can be used for performances a
the Music Department eoncert Hall, University Theat
and the S.U. Ballroom.
According to the program board, difficulties such ,
"house size and availability of these locations" mat’
them unsuitable in many situations.
A primary concern with the board is that the conditi(
of Morris Dailey "reflects badly on the campus as
whole, and especially on its cultural reputation as
institution of higher education."
Brand said the board has not yet had an opportunity I
discuss the problem with Bunzel.
Morris Dailey Auditorium was dedicated June 20, 19:
and named after Morris Elmer Dailey. Dailey wg
president from 1900 to 1919 when the campus was know
as San Jose State Normal School.

(’ on tinned from Page 1)
which they run was improperly installed originally and
will have to be changed before the drapes can be rehung,
Bose rtu said.
"The lighting panel is worn out, but because it is so
old, parts to repair it are not available," Bosanko said.
"To replace it would cost approximately $80,000 and there
is no money available."
It would cost $85 each to replace the 1,700 seats in the
auditorium, Bosanko said.
The wiring in the building itself is up to code, but the
lighting panel could be considered below code because it
doesn’t work. But all lighting equipment has been
properly grounded and is safe, Bosanko said.
Bosanko said his department has removed the
hazards in the facility and tried to make it as safe as
possible, but there is nothing else to do until more funds
are available.
It is his understanding that it is difficult to justify
using state funds to renovate Morris Dailey because so
few "instructional programs" use the facility, especially
where the stage, drapes, rigging and lighting control
panels are required.
In a Dec. 12 memo to Serene Wade, assistant to SJSU
President John Bunzel, Bosanko suggested "perhaps it
would be well to think about deliberate scheduling of instructional programs in Morris Dailey) to aid in
justification of rehabilitation."
One of the experiments in the Entomology 120 class is tracing the flight and returned of the bees
Bosanko presented another alternative in his memo:
magneticclly. Metal flakes are placed on the thorax of the bee, then removed by the magnet when the improvement of the facility be entered into the "FiveYear Capital Program."
bee enters the hive. The experimnt is done to see where the bees pollenate.
"This could include construction of a back-stage
dressing room addition on the rear of the building,
replacement of seating, drapes, rigging, lighting and
control panels," he further suggested.
Bosanko estimated this would bring the total for
improvements to the auditorium to about $70,000, which
could qualify it as a "major program."
Wade reported no action had been taken on these
suggestions,
but the problem had been discussed.
sleeved shirt and no protective
because if the hives are neglected or
(Continued from page one)
"There has been no specific placement of the Morris
gloves to the six hives atop the Old
not properly maintained, they can
Dailey project in the priority system of major capital
activities, from egg -laying to
become a problem for other people.
Science Building.
outlay," Wade said.
production of honey.
"The emphasis of the class is on
Lori Brand, classical arts chairwoman of the AS.
He said he can tell by the sound
When Stecker shows students
honeybee behavior, not making
bees make if they might sting, and Program Board, said she had been told in the past that the
how to remove honey from the hive,
beekeepers," Stecker said.
that landings on a person handling program board could not schedule certain events in the
more elaborate precautions are
However, he said, nine former
bees aren’t cause for concern.
auditorium because of "safety code violations."
taken. A portable blower is used to
an
passed
have
students
"The acoustics are terrible and the seats are very
force all the bees out of the hive;
examination to become state bee
the
showing
when
said
Stecker
then the honey is removed.
uncomfortable," Brand said. She added there are many
inspectors because of what they
class how to capture a swarm of
performers she can’t put in the auditorium because there
learned in the class.
Originally brought to this
bees, he sometimes places the queen
is no curtain.
Enrollment isn’t limited to
country from Europe, the honeybee
on his chin so students can see how
"We do not have a performance center comparable to
science majors, and students with
offsets destructive habits of "all pest
he looks with a beard of bees.
other campuses the same size," Brand said.
backgrounds in the social sciences
insects we have," Stecker said.
The AS. Program Board wrote a letter to Bunzel Feb.
This one organism can display
often do very well because of their
If not for the honeybee, he said,
experience in behavioral studies,
every biological principle you’d 1 expressing its concern over the condition of Morris
agriculture in this country would not
Stecker said.
want to illustrate," he said. "I can’t Dailey and requesting a "mutually convenient time" to
be what it is today.
think of anything more exciting than meet with him and discuss the problem.
Demonstrating his technique for
Stecker doesn’t encourage
The board members said in the letter that "music,
the honeybee."
opening a hive, Stecker wore a shortstudents to start their own hives

Runyon guilty
(Continued from Page 1)
By request of Manley,
Sedler said the division of
the 8 man-4 woman jury
was 7-5 on the last ballot
taken. The first ballot
showed a 6-6 split.
Runyon’s charges stem
from a Sept. 2 conflict
involving SJSU students
Scott Allen and Dan Grady
outside the Farmer’s Union
Restaurant on San Pedro
Street.
Runyon and three
companions had been
drinking and dining, and
after
leaving
the
restaurant they encountered Grady and Allen
in the parking lot and
engaged in what Grady
described as "joyful
bantering."
In that spirit, Allen
scooped up one member of
the Runyon party, Bonnie
Priest, carried her a few
steps, tripped and fell to
the pavement with her.
Allen was acquitted of

From egg -laying to pollenation

Class studies honeybee habits

LEARNING SKILLS SESSIONS
"STudy Skills, NOTE TAkirvq"
TuEsdAys, 11 AM To 12:30 PM

!spartaguide
Revolutionary
The
Student Brigade will show
a film, "Malcolm X" at
12:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
lrnaden Room.
The Career Planning
and Placement Center is
hosting an interview
preparation session at 8
a.m, today in the Business
Classrooms, room 202.
Registration for the
annual Death Valley field
study class, March 19 to 25,
will be from 1:30 to 3 p.m.
today in the Journalism
Building, room 214. The
class is worth one unit of
upper-division credit in
natural science. For more
information call Kitty King
at 277-2213.
The Women’s Center is
sponsoring a
growth
therapy session from 2:30
to 4:40 p.m. today in the

Women’s t. enter ,
10th St.

A.S. Leisure Services
is offering instruction in
Kung -Fu and make-up
artistry starting today.
The Sierra Club will Sign up is in the AS.
have a meeting at 7:30 p.m. Business Office. Call 277today in the S.U. 2973 for more information.
Guadalupe Room. There
will be a slide presentation
on
discussion
and
Hans Werner Henze’s
National "Voices," a musical
Yellowstone
Park.
reflecting the composer’s
emotional involvement
with the plight of laborers
Eckankar, the ancient and minority groups, will
science of soul travel, will be performed at 8 tonight in
hold an introductory lec- the SJSU Concert Hall in
ture and film at 7:30 p.m. the Music Building. Adtoday in the S.U. Costanoan mission is free.
Room. For more information call Eric
Psi Chi will have a
Hammond at 941-1173.
meeting at 12:30 p.m.
Dudley
in
tomorrow
The Baha’i Student
Moorhead Hall, room 337
Forum will hold an inPsychology
SJSU
troductory talk about the
Professor Jay Rusmore
Baha ’i faith at 7 p.m. today
will speak on the G.R.E.
in the S.U. Montalvo Room.
and proctor system.
For more information call
Tim Ebzahimy at 328-6193.
Two mini -classes are
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SOPHOMORES!
TRY THE
BASIC OUTLOOK
ON LIFE
If you re starting to look at life after
college try our has,, outlook Apply
Or the special Two beer Army ROTC
Program during vour sophomore
year Attend a slY week Basic Camp
IM this summer and earn $500 its
tough But the people who can
manage it an the people we want to
serve as officers in the &cove Army
or Reserves Do well at Bas,, and
you can Qualify for the Army ROTC
Advanced Program in the fall You II
earn $100 a month for 20 months
your last two years in college And
the opportunny for a two year full
wayon .cooseetyp MPH also receive
the entre credentials that roll
disungufsh you in whatever carew
You may ch.. Try our basic
outlook on lofe

CALL:

a battery charge two week
ago in Municipal Court.
Runyon summone
police to the scene of th
incident and, according t
San Jose Police office
James Guido, tried t
"throw his weight around’
as a city councilman an.
pushed Guido in an attemp
to enter his patrol car.
Giacalone said he wa
somewhat surprised by th.
verdict and expected at
acquittal because of thi
short deliberation period.
"I’m disappointed," Is
told reporters outside thi
courtroom. "I was op
tirnistic about getting ar
acquittal after Frida3
afternoon.
Giacalone said hi
plans to make an appeal or
grounds that "inadmissibli
evidence" was allowed am
that a juror may have beer
influenced
by
thr
statement of a court em. ,
ployee who said Runyor
was guilty.

277-2985/86

Major I IllS, I toloitigharo

ANY IITC.
TIE TWO-YEAR
PIOCIAM.

being held at 1 p.m. and 3
p.m. today in the
Education Building. The
subjects are vocabulary
development and speed
reading.
The Career Planning
and Placement Center is
hosting a seminar to assist
students in hunting for
summer jobs at 2 p.m.
today in the S.U.
Umunhum Room.

Research Center will be
celebrating the novelist’s
birthday with a presentation of Steinbeck: A Life
in Pictures. The center will
display manuscripts and
photos from the novelist’s
own library that have
never been shown in public
before. All are invited to
attend the showing which
will be from 1:30 to 3:30
p.m. today in Library
North, room 601.

The Entomology Club
and Bio-photo Club will
have a special meeting at
1:30 p.m. today in Duncan
Hall, room 135. Featured
speaker will be Debra
Green from the University
of California at Berkeley
and there will be a multimedia presentation on
insect-plant evolution.
The SJSU Steinbeck

"PREpARATiON fOR EXAMiNATiONS"

WEdNEsdAy 1-2 PM

COUNSEfiNq COWER,

IndividuAl Apr.

Adm. 201

ALSO AVAilAblE

We’re all the bank
a student needs.
If you’re looking for the bank that can do the most for you. chances
are you’ll be looking into Bank of America.
We offer a complete range of basic student banking services:
College Plan’ Checking. Personal Choice Savings Plans, and if you
qualify. Student BankArnericard" Visa!’ overdraft protection,
and more.
Including Consumer Information Reports to provide you with
the kind of straitto-the-point facts you need to know about
banking, establishing credit, financing an education, and many
other subjects.
Our Reports cover a range of topics. And you can pick up your
copies free at any one of our branches. Without obligation.

You see, quite frankls we want to be your bank But we know.
it’s not what we want that matters. What matters is what you want
And that’s why we’re hoping we can help you learn more
about banking.
We figure the more you know about it. the more you’re going
to want to bank with the bank that can do you the most good. both
in school and after
Quite a few Californians think that’s us. If you look into it
thoroughly enough, we think you’ll agree.
Depend on us. More California college students do.

BANK0F AMERICA

BANK OF AMERICA N165A MEMBER FDIC
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